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THOUGHTS ON

BEST PRACTICE MEASUREMENT

For many years we have been asked about
the characteristics of firms that operate at
“best practice.” We have resolutely ducked
this question because it is hard to robustly
quantify what it means. However, in the
next few months we’ll try to address this
while retaining our customary precision. The
purpose of this is to share with you an
approach that we think makes sense. We
would welcome any comments of any
readers of Plan Management Navigator on our
approach.

Wikipedia defines best practice as “a tech-
nique, method, process, activity, incentive,
or reward that is believed to be more effec-
tive at delivering a particular outcome than
any other technique, method, process, etc.
when applied to a particular condition or
circumstance.” This definition assumes both
a measurable output and that there exists an
optimal way to achieve it. In the case of
health plan operational performance, both
assumptions must be viewed with caution.

As a practical matter, most firms try to
achieve multiple objectives and, where they
contradict, try to balance them in some way.
So maximizing profits and maintaining
reserve levels is balanced with the need to
pay providers enough to sustain the net-
work, pay employees enough to retain them
and so on. The danger of a manager’s
having multiple objectives is the dilution of
his or her accountability. A CEO failing at
one objective may nevertheless claim great
success in another.

DASHBOARD SUMMARY:
THREE MONTHS ENDED MAY 2010

Sherlock Company polls privately held health
plans for value and trend information on their
operations. The metrics collected are intended to
be easily compiled and indicative of broad trends
within health plans. Subscriptions and partici-
pant opportunities are available.

While the Dashboard itself is highly quantita-
tive, the following is a verbal summary of this
month’s edition. Percent changes are based on
the same period last year. Thirteen plans
submitted data so we cannot assure that this is
representative of industry trends. The peer
groups are Blue Cross Blue Shield plans and
Independent / Provider-Sponsored plans.

In health lines, operating income declined at
double digit rates. While revenues grew by
approximately 3%,margins declined sharply.
Operating profits were approximately 1%.

Revenue growth for commercial products
was weak, down at double digit rates for
managed care products among Blue plans
and also down for Independent / Provider-
Sponsored Plans. Indemnity product trends
were mixed. ASO revenue growth was the
highest growth commercial product in both
peer groups. Medicare and Medicaid prod-
ucts were relative outperformers, with
Medicaid especially strong for Blues and
Medicare Advantage for Independent /
Provider-Sponsored Plans.

Membership increased on average but
typically declined in insured commercial
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Whatever its objectives are, the existence of
an optimal mix of resources to achieve them
is itself qualified by real world consider-
ations. For example, technologies change
and local environments differ. Accordingly,
a low labor cost area will better accommo-
date more labor intensive processes, and
technological change is so rapid that the
optimal mix of resources may change
monthly.

Despite these difficulties, most managers
recognize that some health plans do in fact
perform better than others. Good managers
of all enterprises have long sought to under-
stand how superior performers become so in
part by quantifying differences between
superior and other peer firms. To capture
this, the two problems cited above have to be
at least acknowledged and addressed if
possible.

First, in our opinion, the solution to the
problem of multiple objectives is to prioritize
them, with one being primary and the others
recognized as constraints, even critical
constraints. Maximizing return on equity,
even in non-profits*, is our preferred pri-
mary metric, since without it, meeting the
other objectives is impossible. For this rea-
son, in our proposed identification of best
practice, we intend to assume that achieving
low administrative costs is the highest
priority operating objective†. Regarding the
effect of real world differences in meeting
this objective, we can only recognize that it
introduces some “play” into best practice
conclusions.

Before we proceed further, we acknowledge
the measurement challenge of return on

equity. In the previous paragraph, we linked
return on equity to low administrative costs
in the current period. This is an oversimplifi-
cation. Return on equity, in the most mean-
ingful, non-accounting sense, is achieved
over the long term. In fact, a shortsighted
focus on low administrative costs in the
current period may well lead to inferior
returns on equity over the long term. The
two examples of costs whose benefits are
realized over the long term, or not in admin-
istrative expenses, are the Medical Manage-
ment function and the Marketing cluster of
expenses. If Medical Management costs are
high but effective, then health benefit costs
would be lower, which should enhance
return on equity. If Marketing costs are high
but effective, then growth would be more
rapid, also enhancing the return on equity
over the long-term.

Again, despite these problems, differences
between weak and strong performers exist
and health plan managers want to know the
parameters of best practice. After all, even
after these qualifications it is helpful to know
the sorts of tradeoffs that best practice firms
are actually making. The following para-
graphs are our current idea of how we can
honor it. (Credit where credit is due: one of
our licensees suggested a variant of this
approach. We respect its wish for anonymity
and thank them for their contribution.)

1. We propose to deem firms operat-
ing at best practice as those with the
lowest cost for their functional areas
as a whole, excluding those of Medi-
cal Management and the Marketing
cluster. Again, best practice for these
excluded areas may be realized over
a longer term than for the current
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period or in other parts of a plan’s
income statement. Best practice will
mean the product-mix adjusted,
lowest cost 25% of plans in deference
to the inevitable data limitations.

2. From these selected plans, we can
then identify the choices they have
made in their use of resources. For
instance, perhaps they achieve low
costs through highly automated
claims processing. At the functional
area level, that process could result in
low claims costs but high information
systems costs. Nevertheless, if overall
costs are low, this is a resource mix
that be worthy of emulation. We can
express these choices in PMPM terms.

3. Within the individual functional
areas of best practice firms, we can
then identify factors of favorable
variance. These might include staff-
ing ratios (adjusted for product mix),
staffing costs per FTE and non-
staffing costs per FTE.

4. Medical Management and Market-
ing are special cases as we noted
above. So, for these functions, we
propose to assume that the best
practice firms in all other regards also
act with superior insight on Medical
Management and Marketing. For the
best practice firms, as previously
defined, we would report their
results, even if the costs in those
functional areas are higher than
average. We accept that this could
mean that best practice firms are
high overall!

We propose to report the results of the best
practice firms in a variety of ways depend-
ing on the context. For participating plans
we can comment on its performance relative
to best practices.  For licensees, we can
quantify those best practice values.  The Plan
Management Navigator will contain much
less detail than the available to users of our
benchmarking studies but can still supply
some directional guidance.

While we have been thoughtful about this
approach, we are always open to new ideas
as to how to address the knotty problems of
quantifying best practice. Accordingly, we
would welcome any insights that you wish
to share on this matter.

* One non-profit plan objects to this ROE
maximization formulation noting that, while it
seeks profits sufficient to support its growth
and to undergird its existing operations,
instead of maximizing its profits, it prefers to
keep its prices low. However, think that this
practice may be consistent with the ROE
maximization objective. Consider that this
non-profit views its customers the beneficiary
of its fiduciary duties, analogous to sharehold-
ers. Taking the analogy to the next step,
reduced costs to customers are similar to
dividends to shareholders.

The analogy is even stronger when one
considers the reason for its decision to mini-
mize costs to consumers rather than reporting
higher profits. For all enterprises, non-profits
included, opportunities for its growth are
limited by managerial and operational con-
straints. These constraints sometimes mean
that high ROE enterprises must often return
funds that they cannot usefully reinvest back
to those to whom fiduciary duties are due.
For for-profits, those beneficiaries are share-
holders, and its obligations to them are
honored through dividends and share repur-
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chases. For non-profits, the beneficiaries are
the customers, and obligations to them are
honored through lower prices. In this light,
the actions of this non-profit are an appropri-
ate and even a conventional response to the
health plan’s technical limitations on its
growth. The effect on growth of payments to
the beneficiaries of fiduciary duties for both
types of enterprises is exactly the same: The
implicit growth rate (the product of the ROE
and the earnings retention rate) is lower
because of the payments to beneficiaries. So,
while GAAP accounting does not reflect it for
non-profits as it does for for-profits, we
consider maximizing ROE to be a useful
primary objective for all health plans, regard-
less of their corporate forms.

†The financial ratio, return on equity, is net
income divided by shareholders’ equity (or
net worth for non-profits). It is both a limita-
tion on, and predictor of, growth. Since it is
the product of net profit margin and equity
turnover, and low costs are necessary to
achieve high profits, low costs are central to
ROE. As a financial ratio, this is normally
measured using annual data with, perhaps,
balance sheet data as the average of beginning
and ending values. Long term return on
equity may be more accurately assessed over
the long term.

products. Membership grew in ASO, Medic-
aid and Medicare Advantage. ASO member-
ship for Independent / Provider-Sponsored
plans had the greatest percent growth and
managed care products sold by Blue plans
experienced the greatest percent declines.

Revenue yields declined for products as a
whole. Overall, Medicaid and Medicare
revenues per member declined while rev-

Dashboard Summary: From Page 1

enues per member per month in commercial
products generally increased at low-to-mid
single digit rates.

Health benefit ratios generally worsened,
more for Independent / Provider-Sponsored
plans than for Blues. Blues suffered espe-
cially dramatic increases for their managed
care products while Blues and Provider
Sponsored plans had improvements in
Medicaid.

For the three months ended in May, pre-
scription trends declined. This was a consis-
tent pattern across all products with the
exception of managed care products which
experienced increases.

E/R visits declined for the entire population
served by these plans, and the declines were
typically in double digits. The exception to
this was that Medicare Advantage, whose
per capita E/R visits climbed. Hospital
utilization rates was also down for plan
members of these peer groups.

Administrative expenses were essentially
unchanged as a percent of premiums and
PMPM costs grew at low single digit rates.
Claims processed per member declined as
did the number of customer service inquiries.
Staffing ratios declined overall and for each
peer group.


